Room Still Available in Senior University 2011 Fall Classes!!

Vanishing Species: Today's Biodiversity and Mass Extinction – Carol Jefferson

Three World Religions: History, Beliefs, and Practices – Facilitators: David Marshall, Jim Reynolds
Panelists: Rabbi Michelle Werner, Colette Hyman, David Marshall, Kathy Redig, Rev. Timothy Forester, Ahmed El-Afandi

Three World Religions: History, Beliefs, and Practices – Facilitators: David Marshall, Jim Reynolds
Panelists: Rabbi Michelle Werner, Colette Hyman, David Marshall, Kathy Redig, Rev. Timothy Forester, Ahmed El-Afandi

Tuesdays, November 29, December 6, 13, 20; 1-3 p.m.
Course fee: $40 (Rec. text $18 addl.)
Classroom: Maxwell Hall 257